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Abstract 
In this paper we present a pupil location method based on the OTSU method and Hough transform. Firstly, it finds a 
pint in the facula by gray summing operator for ensuring the probable area to find the center of the pupil, then it 
chooses one channel from R,G and B these three channels by distribution of histograms of three channels respectively 
for reducing the computing complexity. Thirdly it ensures an automatic threshold value by OTSU method and gets 
binary image. Finally in the binary image it uses Hough transform in certain area to fit the pupil edge.  384 eye 
images comprising an eye image database are located, our algorithm reaches 100% at accuracy. What is more, it 
ensures the robustness of location. 
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1.Introduction 
Iris as an important personal identification characteristic, it has many advantages such as uniqueness, 
stability, gathering, non-invasive characteristics etc. Non-invasive biometrics which investigate, develop, 
and apply identity are inevitable trends. Compared with other non-invasive biometrics such as face and 
sound, iris recognition has higher accuracy. According to the statistics, iris recognition has the lowest 
error rate among all biometric identification [1]. Iris location is the previous work of an iris recognition 
system, the pupil location is the part work of iris location. Only locating the pupil quickly and accurately 
can make the latter work such as projection, normalization, feature extraction, coding and matching go on 
wheels. The first main method of pupil location is using the circle detection operator [2-6]. Among them 
the method which is put forward in reference [2] is the earliest, references [3-6] make certain 
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improvement on the basis of reference [2], firstly, through the standard deviation or the projection or the 
grey peak they make a coarse location, secondly, some have made certain improvement to the circle 
detection operator. There are some primary differences in edge detection operators and forms of Hough 
transform, references [7,9,11-13] use Laplacian. Reference [8] uses Robinson operator, Reference [10] 
uses Sobel operator and adopts the circle detection operator to locate the pupil boundary. The existing 
problems of above-mentioned methods are that require stricter to set parameters, so we want to ensure 
parameters automatically. 
Aiming at the above problems, we present a pupil location method based on the OTSU method and 
Hough transform. Firstly, it finds a point in the facula for ensuring the probable area to find the center of 
the pupil, then it chooses one channel from R,G and B these three channels by distribution of three 
channels respectively for reducing the computing complexity. Thirdly it ensures a automatic threshold 
value by OTSU method and gets binary image. Finally in the binary image it uses Hough transform in 
certain area to fit the pupil edge. Our approach can increase time of location and ensure precision of 
location, this method has good robustness too. Many experiments indicate that this algorithm has good 
functions in precision and robustness. 
2.Location of pupil 
)LQGDSRLQWLQIDFXOD
Because in this database the points locating in the facula area is nearly white, we adopt gray summing 
operator. That is in the small area the gray summing of three channels R, G and B reaches the max value. 
The detail method is: we search the point in the whole image beginning from the first point of the image, 
then compute the gray summing operator value of each point.  The gray summing operator value of 
random point is written as. 
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Here ),( RR \[  is the current point, i and j denote horizontal and vertical coordinates of each point in 
the n*n adjacent area of the current point.  ),(),,(),,( MLIMLIMLI %*5  denote the gray value of three 
channels  R, G and B respectively. 
We search the whole image, when S reaches the max, the corresponding center of the gray summing 
operator is the point (A (x 0 , y 0 )) inside the facula. The results of two random images from database are 
shown in Figure 1. The center of green rectangle is the point A. 
 
                     
Figure 1 The results of finding a point  
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For reducing the location time and computing complexity, we chose one main channel from these 
three channels R, G and B. From observing the distribution of histograms of three channels respectively 
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we can find in these three channels R is the main channel for the eye images in this database.  
 
                           
 
Figure 2 The histograms of three channels of  two random images 
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In the R channel we apply the OTSU method. This method as proposed in [14] is based on 
discriminant  analysis. The threshold operation is regarded as the partitioning of the pixels of an image 
into two classes C0 and C1 (e.g., objects and background) at grey-level t, i.e., C0={0, 1,ĂW` and 
C1={t+1, t+2,ĂO`. As stated in [14], let 
2
%σ  be the between-class variance. An optimal threshold 
can be determined by maxing the following (equivalent) criterion function with respect to t: 
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Where LQ  is the number of pixels with grey-level i and n is the total number of pixels in a given 
image defined as        
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Moreover, L3  is the probability of occurrence of grey-level i defined as  
                
Q
Q
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When the value of 2%σ  reaches the max, the corresponding t is the automatic threshold t
* that we 
want to find. 
Otsu’s method as proposed affords further means to analyze further aspects other than the selection of 
the optimal threshold for a given image. 
By t* we get the binary image of source image. The results of two random images from database are 
shown in Figure 3. 
 
                                
Figure 3  The binary results of two random images 
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Firstly we set the circle equation as following 
              222 )()( UE\D[ =−+−                                                                                                          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In this formula, (a, b) is the coordinates of the center of the circle, r is the radius of a circle. 
We set the gray value of candidate edge points “0”and that of other points “255”. We set a 
accumulative total column Hough[a][b][r] to show how many pixels locating at the circle with the 
parameters a, b and r. For increasing the searching speed, the scopes of a, b, r are [x0 -30,x0 +30], [y0 -
30,y0 +30] and [30,120]. When Hough[a][b][r] reaches max, the corresponding circle is the pupil edge.        
The location results of Figure 3 are shown in Figure 4. 
 
                           
Figure 4 The location results of  anterior  two images 
3.Experimental result 
Our experiments are performed in Visual C++ (version 6.0) on a PC with Pentium Č2.6G Hz 
processor and 1G DRAM. The images used in our experiments come from the image database[15]. In our 
experiments, the proposed pupil location algorithm has been used for each image in the database. It can 
reach 100% at accuracy.
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4.Conclusions 
In this paper we present a pupil location method based on the OTSU method and Hough transform. 
We have performed a large number of experiments on the database which has 384 eye images. The 
location accuracy is 100%. What is more, it ensures the robustness of the algorithm In our future works, 
there are two aspects to improve: (1) For increasing the location speed, we should compress the scopes of 
edge searching. (2) For locating iris edge completely, we should find better method to locate the edge 
between iris and sclera. 
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